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Introduction
Background
East Yale Avenue (Yale) serves as a vital link between historic neighborhoods, north-south travel
thoroughfares, Regional Transportation District (RTD) light rail corridors, and bicycle and pedestrian
networks. That link, however, demonstrates different characteristics throughout its 2.5-mile span.
West of Colorado Boulevard to Downing Street, Yale is a two-lane road (one each direction) through a
continuous residential area, also including St. Anne’s Episcopal School and McWilliams Park. East of
Colorado to the High Line Canal (west of Holly Street), Yale varies from a five- to seven-lane crosssection supporting a variety of land uses, including commercial, residential, transit-oriented
development, and access to I-25, the High Line Canal Trail, and the Harvard Gulch Trail. The East Yale
Avenue Corridor study will create a package of prioritized, context-sensitive projects to support a
cohesive, corridor-wide vision.
The purpose of this alternatives analysis technical memorandum is to describe the development and
evaluation of multimodal corridor improvements along, across, and adjacent to Yale. Safety, access,
and connectivity remain at the forefront of considerations to improve:
• Pedestrian facilities
• Bicycle facilities
• Traffic operations
• Transit and community facilities access and connections
The alternatives development and evaluation process has integrated stakeholder and public input at
each step of the process and includes:
•
•
•
•

Establishing the goals and guiding principles for the project
Incorporating previous study recommendations and stakeholder suggestions to compile and
examine a broad range of alternatives
Establishing evaluation criteria to screen the alternatives
Alternatives refinement and prioritization

Study Area
The East Yale Avenue Corridor study area includes a western terminus of South Downing Street and an
eastern terminus of the High Line Canal west of Holly as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 – East Yale Avenue Corridor Study Area

Goals and Guiding Principles
The project team worked with the nearly 30-member stakeholder working group (SWG) and the
broader community through a virtual public open house to develop project goals and guiding principles.
The team ensured that these were developed with a keen sense of linking measurable objectives that
support both a unified multimodal corridor vision and implementable projects.
Through this collaborative process, the project vision statement was formalized as:

The East Yale A venue corridor will serve neighborhoods and connect p eople, places, and
services through a safe and efficient transportation network.
Three guiding principles were developed focusing on safety, building connections, and the multimodal
network. The guiding principles include:
•

•
•

SA FETY: Create an environment where everyone feels they can move safely, no matter their
mode of travel, and prevent serious injuries and fatalities through corridor-wide
infrastructure improvements (including adjacent trails and streets).
B UILDING CONNECTIONS: Create safe and convenient connections and improve access
along the East Yale Avenue corridor where people can easily get to where they want to go.
MU LTIMODAL NETWORK: Create an equitable and connected multimodal network to move
more people by walking, biking, and taking transit as part of their everyday lives.
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Alternatives
Gathering input from three SWG meetings, a public open house, two online surveys, a web-based
interactive map of the project alternatives for public comment, emails to the project team, existing
conditions analyses, and City-wide recommendations from previous plans and studies, the
alternatives are categorized into seven Focus Areas listed below and shown in Figure 2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Corridor-wide Infrastructure
North-South Connections
McWilliams Park
Yale Way
Colorado Boulevard Intersection
Yale Station
Yale Station to High Line Canal

Figure 2 – East Yale Ave Focus Areas
Three base assumptions were developed to further guide the development of multimodal
improvement recommendations/alternatives. These included:
1. Right-of-way (ROW) acquisitions will not occur along or adjacent to the corridor.
2. In accordance with complete streets ideology and direction, which the City has adopted, there
will be no additional vehicle capacity or lane miles added along the corridor.
3. Alternatives that move forward into conceptual engineering will evaluate drainage to ensure
the design will not further degrade existing deficiencies along the corridor. However, corridorwide drainage improvements will be addressed by other capital improvement projects.
Denver Moves Pedestrians and Trails, 2019, identifies standards for encouraging tree lawns when
constructing new streets and retrofitting sidewalks onto existing streets to be:
•
•

On local and collector streets, a 5-foot sidewalk and 8-foot tree lawn or amenity zone
On arterial streets, an 8-foot sidewalk and 12-foot tree lawn or amenity zone

Functional retrofit guidelines will apply to several of the alternatives for the East Yale Avenue corridor
improvements where possible; however, there are generally right-of-way constraints along Yale
Avenue. Tree lawn incorporation and protection is encouraged where sidewalk gaps and improvements
will occur per Denver Moves Pedestrians and Trails, 2019 guidelines.
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The following sections detail the issues in each focus area and subsequent multimodal improvement
alternatives developed to address these issues and move forward through the evaluation screening
process.

Corridor-wide Infrastructure
The corridor-wide infrastructure focus area contains alternatives identified that apply to the whole
corridor and cannot be categorized within the other six focus areas. They include:
1. Repair and widen sidewalks and add Americans with Disabilities (ADA) compliant ramps
on Yale from Downing to Dahlia Streets and I-25 to the High Line Canal.
2. Design and install a new neighborhood bikeway on East Vassar Avenue from
approximately Josephine to Madison Streets (exact facilities and project limits TBD).
3. Upgrade the existing buffered bike lane on East Yale Avenue from Josephine to Jackson
Streets to a protected bike lane (PBL) and extend the bike facility west to Downing Street.
4. Design and install a shared use path on East Yale Avenue from Colorado Boulevard east
to the High Line Canal (widths vary depending on ROW constraints).
5. Improved signage/wayfinding to reinforce community connections to the multimodal
network.
6. New bicycle route along Amherst Avenue as alternative to crossing Colorado
Boulevard/Yale Avenue. The routing turns south on East Neilsen Lane from Yale Avenue
and continues to East Amherst Ave. After crossing Colorado Boulevard, the routing
options are north on South Brook Drive to connect back to Yale, or south on South Birch
Street to connect to High Line Canal Trail. Additionally, an enhanced crossing at Jackson
Street will enable the route north across Yale to connect to the Harvard Gulch Trail. This
connection also facilitates north and south movements. The complete routing is shown
below on Figure 3.

Figure 3 – New Amherst Bicycle Routing Options around the Colorado Blvd/Yale Ave
I n tersection, connecting to both Harvard Gulch Trail and High Line Canal Trail
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North-South Connections
Alternatives included in this focus area are intended to enhance and improve north and south
connections across Yale throughout the corridor. They are shown in Figure 4 and include:
7. Improved signal timing, including LPI, at Yale & University Boulevard to enable safer
crossings, regardless of transportation mode.
8. Enhanced crossing per Denver’s Uncontrolled Crossing Guidelines at Yale Avenue and
Cherry Street to better facilitate pedestrian movement.
9. Enhanced crossing per Denver’s Uncontrolled Crossing Guidelines at Yale & Gaylord
Street for safer access to St. Anne’s School.
10. Enhanced crossing per Denver’s Uncontrolled Crossing Guidelines at Yale & Race Street
for safer access to St. Anne’s School.
11. Improved signal timing at Yale & Downing Street to accommodate new traffic conditions
following an anticipated development west of Porter Hospital.
12. Enhance bicycle and pedestrian crossings at Yale & Franklin Street to better facilitate
movements across Yale.

Figure 4 – North-South Connections Focus Area

McWilliams Park
Alternatives included in this focus area are intended to enhance and improve access and use of
McWilliams Park as well as the adjacent Harvard Gulch Trail. They are shown in Figure 5 and include:
13. Improved wayfinding signage at the East Harvard Gulch Trail at York, Josephine,
Columbine, Madison, Monroe, and Jackson Streets.
14. Formalize specific access points to McWilliams Park through signage, crosswalks, and
other appropriate treatments.
15. Study the formalization the footpath off Vassar Avenue and the possibility of low-flow
crossing to connect the north and south sides on the northeast edge of the Park.
16. Upgrade the traffic signal at Yale & Fillmore Street and explore the addition of curb
extensions along the southern crossing of Fillmore to shorten the crossing distance and
improve visibility.
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Figure 5 – McWilliams Park Focus Area Alternatives

Yale Way
In 2016, Cole Sukle was killed in a vehicle/pedestrian crash while standing with his bike at the
corner of East Yale Avenue and South Madison Street and another teenager was injured (memorial
shown in Figure 6). There is no line of sight through the curve that is Yale Way, and vehicles tend to
speed through this section. It was decided this section should be its own focus area because of
these features. Alternatives in this focus area include:
17. Improve signage to address reduced line of sight in roadway curve.
18. Additional signage or speed alert to promote speed-calming measures throughout the curve.

Figure 6 – Photo of Cole Sukle Memorial on Yale Way
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Colorado Boulevard Intersection
The Yale Avenue and Colorado Boulevard intersection is known to be busy due to the surrounding
community amenities, commercial shopping centers, and commuter routes. As shown in the existing
conditions report, this intersection has a hazardous history of vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle
crashes. Additionally, the dual signal jog to the intersection poses operational complexities that are
further being analyzed using VISSIM microsimulation. The alternatives recommended in this focus
area are detailed on Figures 7-9 and include:
19. Install a dedicated left turn signal from northbound Colorado Boulevard to westbound Yale
Avenue.
20. Provide structural and educational wayfinding improvements to connections along Yale, to
key activities centers (i.e. YMCA, DFD Station), and through retail centers and commercial
developments.
21. Install an LPI and bike detection at Amherst Avenue and Colorado Boulevard (to be installed
in conjunction with a future bikeway on Amherst). LPIs are intended to be installed at all
approaches to the Colorado & Yale intersection.
22. Rebuild the traffic signal and both existing triangular raised islands at the northern
intersection to improve signal timing for pedestrians and provide a safer and more
comfortable crossing. This rebuild is also intended to relocate the signal pole on the west
side of Colorado Blvd to provide a clear walkway and space for pedestrians to queue.
23. Address free right turns that impede safe crossings with signal improvements and/or a no
right turn cycle in the northern intersection. There is a potential for a raised crossing to
further slow turning movements and tighten the turning radius.
24. Improve wayfinding to route people from the Harvard Gulch Trail across Colorado Boulevard.
Explore a partnership with the YMCA to help facilitate this connection.

Figure 7 – Harvard Gulch Trail Connection
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Figure 8 – Colorado Boulevard and Yale Avenue Intersection

Figure 9 – Amherst Avenue and Colorado Boulevard Intersection
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Yale Station
Improvements to Yale station are currently underway with the installation of the ADA ramps, traffic
signal and median at Yale Circle this year. Additionally, the Southeast Mobility Hubs Study will
address other more complex improvements outside of the Yale corridor like bicycle and pedestrian
station access to the northwest portion of the station site via East Vassar Ave. This recommendation
was brought up during the fourth Stakeholder Working Group. Although it was added late in the
study, we are showing what it would likely score against the evaluation criteria and including in the
subsequent prioritization. The following list includes those recommended alternatives being
evaluated at Yale Station (shown below in Figure 10):
25. Complete the sidewalk network and fill in missing gaps close to the Park-n-Ride.
26. Improve multimodal access and movement throughout the station area, including
potential wayfinding, crosswalks, sidewalks, and a station access path through the
parking lot.
27. Improved lighting throughout the station area.
28. Formalize a new bicycle and pedestrian connection to LRT station utilizing Vassar
Avenue.

Figure 10 – Aerial View of Yale Station
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Yale Station to High Line Canal
The final focus area includes Yale Station to the High Line Canal, which encompasses multimodal
improvements at the I-25 interchange – another known complex crossing of Yale Avenue. These
alternatives are shown on Figure 11 and include:
29. Design and install traffic calming measures for vehicles approaching I-25 from both the
east and west.
30. Bicycle/pedestrian crossing safety improvements at I-25 on/off ramps including
additional signage, improved crossings, pedestrian refuge(s), lighting, and formalizing the
footpath from Service Road south to the Yale & I-25 northbound I-25 on-ramp
31. Design and install consistent widened sidewalks and standardize the travel lane widths
on Yale from Clermont Drive to the High Line Canal
32. Install safety measures to improve/control the right turn on Yale from the northbound I25 off-ramp
33. Install LPI and pedestrian signage at the southbound I-25 on-ramp
34. Design and install intersection improvements at Yale & Hudson Street (south)/Service
Road (north), potentially including crosswalks, curb extensions, and lane striping changes
to improve intersection function and safety
35. Enhance the connection to the High Line Canal at Grape Street, including signage
visibility to enhance safety.

Figure 11 – Yale Station to High Line Canal Focus Area Recommendations
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Previous Recommendations/Planned Projects
The project has thoroughly reviewed recommended multimodal improvements that interface with the
Yale corridor from previous studies as well as those multimodal improvement projects that are in the
process of or have obtained funding to move forward into construction and implementation. These
previous recommendations and planned projects include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New sidewalk from Clayton to Steele on south side of park, including curb ramp
Safer Main Streets Grant Application to include signal replacement at Colorado Boulevard
East Harvard Gulch Trail Crossing at University Boulevard
East Yale Circle/Yale Avenue - New signal with left turn cycle, curb ramps, and pedestrian
refuge (installation late 2020)
Southeast Mobility Hubs Study (Transportation Solutions, RTD, DOTI)
Yale Multimodal Improvements from I-25 to Quebec Street (Elevate Denver Bond Program)
High Line Canal bicycle and pedestrian crossing and connection improvements (Elevate
Denver Bond Program)
CDOT Wrong Way Driving signal and signage improvements at Yale/I-25 Interchange
Establish University Boulevard as a medium-capacity transit corridor (improved service
frequency, queue jumps or bypass lanes, enhanced stops and stations, upgraded
connections and station access)
New sidewalk to bridge gap between South Marion Circle to South Lafayette Street (2020)
New bicycle route planned at Franklin Street
New bicycle route planned at St. Paul Street
New bicycle route planned at Dahlia Street
New bicycle lane planned for Yale Avenue from High Line Canal to South Quebec Street
Establish Colorado Boulevard as a high-capacity transit corridor (improved service frequency,
transit vehicle branding, enhanced stops and stations, upgraded connections and station
access, and streetscape improvements)
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Evaluation of Alternatives
This section describes the evaluation of the developed alternative recommendations and how each
alternative meets the criteria established for the project.

Evaluation Criteria
The evaluation criteria used to analyze the recommended alternatives have been derived from the
project vision and goals and are organized into the following four categories. Within these four
categories, eleven evaluation criteria have been developed along with assumptions to help
quantifiably and qualitatively score each alternative.
•
•
•
•

Safety
Multimodal Connections and Access
Promotes Equity and Adaptability
Promotes Mode Shift

The alternatives are assigned a low, medium, or high rating and associated score value as shown
below in the rating scale. This rating is applied based on the level each alternative adheres to each
criterion assumptions and scoring requirements.

Figure 12 – Evaluation Criteria Rating Scale
The eleven evaluation criteria and associated assumptions and scoring requirements are shown in
the following Table 1 – Evaluation Criteria Scoring Assumptions and Sub-criteria
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Table 1 – Evaluation Criteria Scoring Assumptions and Sub-criteria
Focus Area

#

Safety

1

2
3

4

Multimodal
Connections
& Access

5

6

7

Promotes
Equity &
Adaptability

Promotes
Mode Shift

8

Criteria
Aligns with Vision Zero Action Plan

Improves access to parks and trails
within and adjacent to the corridor
Improves access to community
amenities within and adjacent to the
corridor
Enables people with mobility
impairments to travel and access
destinations with the same ease and
dignity as everyone else

Aligns with Denver Moves Bicycles

Assumptions
Vision Zero sub-criteria for scoring include:
1. Directly addresses infrastructure along or across the HIN (e.g., Colorado, University).
2. Reduces serious injuries or fatalities by mitigating known safety concerns in areas with high crash
data records.
3. Reduces vehicular speed.

1

3

Directly addresses two

Directly addresses three aspects

The parks and trails in the corridor include McWilliams Park, the Harvard Gulch Trail, and the High Line Does not directly connect to a trail or park
Canal Trail.
(is greater than 1000' feet)

Connection to park or trail within
1000' buffer

Direct connection to park or trail

A community amenity includes a school, a church, commercial zone, library, recreation center
(excludes parks/trails).

Does not directly connect to a community
amenity (is greater than ~ 1000' feet)

Connection to a community
amenity within ~ 1000' buffer

Direct connection to a community amenity

This includes the two sub-criteria for scoring:
1. Intersection improvements that increase visibility, ensure additional crossing time, and slow
turning movements
2. Direct ADA or sidewalk improvements

Does not directly address either sub criteria Addresses one of two sub criteria

Addresses two sub criteria

This includes three sub-criteria for scoring:
1. Improves a crossing for someone biking (also includes a ped crossing or signalized crossing)
2. Enhances comfort for people biking
3. Establishes a new bike connection

Addresses zero criteria

Addresses one criteria

Addresses two or three criteria

Addresses zero criteria

Addresses one criteria

Addresses two or three criteria

Addresses zero criteria

Addresses one criteria

Addresses two or three criteria

Does not directly benefit a vulnerable
population (is greater than 1000' feet)

Recommendation is within 1000'
feet of a vulnerable population

Recommendation directly improves mobility for
vulnerable populations

There are several transit lines throughout the corridor including the RTD Bus Routes 12, 24, 40, 46
and the Yale Station RTD LRT Lines E, F, H
This includes three sub-criteria for scoring:
Aligns with Denver Moves Transit
1. Enhances passenger experience in some form
2. Enhances reliability of transit services.
3. Connects people to transit by enhancing the first and last mile to transit
This includes three sub-criteria for scoring:
Aligns with Denver Moves Pedestrians 1. Improves a crossing for someone walking or using a mobility device
and Trails
2. Enhances comfort for people walking
3. Establishes a new pedestrian connection
Vulnerable populations include individuals with disabilities, persons over age 65, and low-income,
Helps to repair systematic inequities
minority, or linguistically-challenged persons. These populations exist consistently along the Yale
throughout the corridor
Avenue study corridor, and are shown on the following Figure 9.

Directly addresses one aspect

2

9

Offers flexibility to evolving
transportation and technology trends

The rankings for integrating with evolving transportation and technology trends are specified to the
right.

Detracts from/limits evolving
transportation technologies

New or improved infrastructure to
Does not detract from or add to
accommodate transportation technology (new
evolving transportation technology
sidewalk, bikeway or signal head)

10

Promotes convenience to walking,
transit, and bicycling over driving

The rankings for promoting multimodal use and improvements are specified to the right.

Negatively impacts or does not impact
multimodal facilities in the area

Minimally improves multimodal
facilities

11

Aligns with Denver Complete Streets

This includes three sub-criteria for scoring:
1. For projects on Yale Ave directly, does this meet the intention of a Commercial Street designation
2. For projects not directly on Yale Ave, do they meet the intention of a local street designation

Does not detract from or advance
Detracts from the design goals for the type
Meets the design goals for the type of street the
meeting the intention of the
of street
recommendation falls upon
Complete Streets design guidelines
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Figure 13 – Vulnerable Populations along the Yale Avenue Corridor
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INFORMATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

There are seven informative considerations that have been identified to help inform the subsequent
prioritization of alternatives once they are scored and proceed into the prioritization phase of this project.
The prioritization of recommendations will be the output of the Final Report. These considerations will only
be applied to the alternatives that move forward after the evaluation scoring is established. These
considerations include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Construction and install costs
Maintenance costs
Jurisdictional coordination
Planning/design/construction timelines
Adherence to City priorities
Public support
Funding opportunities

Evaluation Results and Scoring
The scoring matrices for each of the seven focus areas, detailing the ratings by criterion, are included in
Attachment A. The final scoring summary by alternative is shown on the following Table 2 Alternatives
Evaluation Scoring Summary (also included in Attachment A). The range for designating those alternatives
that will move into the prioritization is as follows:

Figure 14– Alternatives Scoring Range
Coupled with applying the above informative considerations, the thresholds for passing the alternatives
evaluation have been tiered to help inform the prioritization. As shown on the following scoring summary
table, only alternative 17 - Improve signage to address reduced line of sight in roadway curve failed the
alternatives evaluation. The remaining alternatives that have passed will move into the next steps of this
study process further described in the next section.
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Table 2 - Alternatives Evaluation Scoring Summary
FOCUS AREA

#

ALTERNATIVE
Repair and widen sidewalks and add Americans with Disabilities (ADA) compliant ramps on Yale from Downing to Dahlia Streets
and I-25 to the High Line Canal
Design and install a new neighborhood bikeway on East Vassar Avenue from approximately Josephine to Madison Streets (exact
facilities and project limits TBD)
Upgrade the existing buffered bike lane on East Yale Avenue from Josephine to Jackson Streets to a protected bike lane (PBL) and
extend the bike facility west to Downing Street
Design and install a shared use path on East Yale Avenue from Colorado Boulevard east to the High Line Canal (widths vary
depending on ROW constraints)
Improved signage/wayfinding to reinforce community connections to the multimodal network
Design and install a new bicycle route on Amherst Avenue as an alternative to crossing Colorado Boulevard at East Yale Avenue.
The routing turns south on East Neilsen Lane from Yale Avenue and continues to East Amherst Ave. After crossing Colorado
Boulevard, the routing options are north on South Brook Drive to connect back to Yale, or south on South Birch Street to connect
to High Line Canal Trail. Additionally, an enhanced crossing at Jackson Street will enable the route north across Yale to connect to
the Harvard Gulch Trail. This connection also facilitates north and south movements.

SCORE

7

Improved signal timing, including LPI, at Yale & University Boulevard to enable safer crossings, regardless of transportation mode

2.00

8

Enhanced crossing per Denver’s Uncontrolled Crossing Guidelines at Yale Avenue and Cherry Street to better facilitate pedestrian
movement.

2.27

9

Enhanced crossing per Denver’s Uncontrolled Crossing Guidelines at Yale & Gaylord Street for safer access to St. Anne’s School

2.27

10

Enhanced crossing per Denver’s Uncontrolled Crossing Guidelines at Yale & Race Street for safer access to St. Anne’s School
Improved signal timing at Yale & Downing Street to accommodate new traffic conditions following an anticipated development
west of Porter Hospital
Enhance bicycle and pedestrian crossings at Yale & Franklin Street to better facilitate movements across Yale
Improved wayfinding signage at the East Harvard Gulch Trail at York, Josephine, Columbine, Madison, Monroe, and Jackson
Streets.
Formalize specific access points to McWilliams Park through signage, crosswalks, and other appropriate treatments.
Study the formalization the footpath off Vassar Avenue and the possibility of low-flow crossing to connect the north and south
sides on the northeast edge of the Park.

2.00

1
2
3
Corridor-wide

4
5

6

North-South
Connections

11
12
13
McWilliams
Park

14
15
16

Yale Way

17
18
19
20
21

Colorado Blvd

22
23
24
25

Yale Station

26
27
28
29
30

Yale Station
to High Line
Canal

31
32
33
34
35

Upgrade the traffic signal at Yale & Fillmore Street and explore the addition of curb extensions along the southern crossing of
Fillmore to shorten the crossing distance and improve visibility.
Improved signage to address reduced line of sight in the roadway curve.
Additional signage or speed alert to promote speed-calming measures throughout the curve.
Install a dedicated left turn signal from northbound Colorado Boulevard to westbound Yale Avenue.
Provide structural and educational wayfinding improvements to connections along Yale, to key activities centers (i.e. YMCA, DFD
Station), and through retail centers and commercial developments.
Install an LPI and bike detection at Amherst Avenue and Colorado Boulevard (to be installed in conjunction with a future bikeway
on Amherst). LPIs are intended to be installed at all approaches to the Colorado & Yale intersection.
Rebuild the traffic signal and both existing triangular raised islands at the northern intersection to improve signal timing for
pedestrians and provide a safer and more comfortable crossing. This rebuild is also intended to relocate the signal pole on the
west side of Colorado Blvd to provide a clear walkway and space for pedestrians to queue.
Address free right turns that impede safe crossings with signal improvements and/or a no right turn cycle in the northern
intersection. There is a potential for a raised crossing to further slow turning movements and tighten the turning radius.
Improve wayfinding to route people from the Harvard Gulch Trail across Colorado Boulevard. Explore a partnership with the YMCA
to help facilitate this connection.
Complete the sidewalk network and fill in missing gaps close to the Park-n-Ride
Improve multimodal access and movement throughout the station area, including potential wayfinding, crosswalks, sidewalks, and
a station access path through the parking lot
Improved lighting throughout the station area
Formalize a new bicycle and pedestrian connection to the LRT station utilizing Vassar Avenue
Design and install traffic calming measures for vehicles approaching I-25 from both the east and west
Bicycle/pedestrian crossing safety improvements at I-25 on/off ramps including additional signage, improved crossings,
pedestrian refuge(s), lighting, and formalizing the footpath from Service Road south to the Yale & I-25 northbound I-25 on-ramp
Design and install consistent widened sidewalks and standardize the travel lane widths on Yale from Clermont Drive to the High
Line Canal
Install safety measures to improve/control the right turn on Yale from the northbound I-25 off-ramp
Install LPI and pedestrian signage at the southbound I-25 on-ramp
Design and install intersection improvements at Yale & Hudson Street (south)/Service Road (north), potentially including
crosswalks, curb extensions, and lane striping changes to improve intersection function and safety
Enhance the connection to the High Line Canal at Grape Street, including signage visibility to enhance safety
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2.64
2.00
2.45
2.82
2.18

2.27

1.91
2.36
1.91
2.09
1.73
2.00
1.45
1.73
1.64
2.09
2.45
2.27
2.36
2.18
2.09
2.27
1.91
2.36
1.91
2.64
2.36
2.09
2.09
2.36
2.00
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Next Steps
The next steps involve leveraging the informative considerations identified on page 14 to prioritize the
alternatives that will move forward following the alternatives evaluation process. The prioritization effort will
group the alternatives by short-, mid- and long-term improvement projects to be phased and implemented
based upon a broad range of factors. These recommendations, associated timelines, and other factors will
be further detailed as part of the East Yale Corridor Study Final Report.

Sources
City and County of Denver. Complete Streets Design Guidelines, 2020
City and County of Denver. Denver Moves: Pedestrians & Trails, 2019
City and County of Denver. Denver Moves: Transit, 2019
City and County of Denver. Denver Moves: Bicycles, 2017
City and County of Denver. Denver Vision Zero Action Plan, 2017
City and County of Denver. Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines, 2017
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ATTACHMENT A
Alternatives Evaluation Scoring Matrices

1
Repair and widen sidewalks
and add Americans with
Disabilities (ADA) compliant
ramps on Yale from Downing
to Dahlia Streets and I-25 to
the High Line Canal

2

3

Design and install a new
neighborhood bikeway on
East Vassar Avenue from
approximately Josephine to
Madison Streets (exact
facilities and project limits
TBD)

Upgrade the existing
buffered bike lane on East
Yale Avenue from Josephine
to Jackson Streets to a
protected bike lane (PBL)
and extend the bike facility
west to Downing Street

CORRIDOR-WIDE ALTERNATIVES
4
5
Design and install a shared
use path on East Yale
Avenue from Colorado
Boulevard east to the High
Line Canal (widths vary
depending on ROW
constraints)

6

Design and install a new bicycle route on Amherst Avenue as an alternative to
crossing Colorado Boulevard at East Yale Avenue. The routing turns south on East
Improved signage/wayfinding Neilsen Lane from Yale Avenue and continues to East Amherst Ave. After crossing
Colorado Boulevard, the routing options are north on South Brook Drive to connect
to reinforce community
connections to the multimodal back to Yale, or south on South Birch Street to connect to High Line Canal Trail.
Additionally, an enhanced crossing at Jackson Street will enable the route north
network
across Yale to connect to the Harvard Gulch Trail. This connection also facilitates
north and south movements.

Criteria # EVALUATION CRITERIA
Safety

1

2

1

3

3

1

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

1

2

1

1

5
6

Aligns with Vision Zero
Improves access to parks and trails within and
adjacent to the corridor
Improves access to community amenities within and
adjacent to the corridor
Enables people with mobility impairments to travel
and access destinations with the same ease and
dignity as everyone else
Aligns with Denver Moves Bicycles
Aligns with Denver Moves Transit

1
3

3
1

3
2

3
3

2
2

3
1

7

Aligns with Denver Moves Pedestrians and Trails

3

1

1

3

2

1

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
2.64

2
2.00

2
2.45

2
2.82

2
2.18

2
2.27

2
3
Multimodal
Connections and
Access

Promotes Equity
and Adaptability
Promotes Mode
Shift

4

8
9
10
11

Helps to repair systematic inequities throughout the
corridor
Offers flexibility to evolving transportation and
technology trends
Promotes convenience to walking, transit, and
bicycling over driving
Aligns with Denver Complete Streets
TOTAL

Rating Scale
Low (1)
Medium (2)
High (3)

7

8

NORTH-SOUTH CONNECTION ALTERNATIVES
9

Enhanced crossing per
Denver’s Uncontrolled
Improved signal timing, including
Crossing Guidelines at
LPI, at Yale & University Boulevard
Yale Avenue and Cherry
to enable safer crossings, regardless
Street to better
of transportation mode
facilitate pedestrian
movement.
Safety

Multimodal
Connections and
Access

Promotes Equity
and Adaptability
Promotes Mode
Shift

Criteria # EVALUATION CRITERIA
1
Aligns with Vision Zero
Improves access to parks and trails within and adjacent to
2
the corridor
Improves access to community amenities within and
3
adjacent to the corridor
Enables people with mobility impairments to travel and
access destinations with the same ease and dignity as
4
everyone else
5
Aligns with Denver Moves Bicycles
6
Aligns with Denver Moves Transit
7
Aligns with Denver Moves Pedestrians and Trails
Helps to repair systematic inequities throughout the
8
corridor
Offers flexibility to evolving transportation and technology
9
trends
Promotes convenience to walking, transit, and bicycling
10
over driving
11
Aligns with Denver Complete Streets
TOTAL
Rating Scale
Low (1)
Medium (2)
High (3)

Enhanced crossing per Denver’s
Uncontrolled Crossing Guidelines at Yale &
Gaylord Street for safer access to St.
Anne’s School

10
Enhanced crossing per
Denver’s Uncontrolled
Crossing Guidelines at
Yale & Race Street for
safer access to St.
Anne’s School

11

12

Improved signal timing at Yale &
Downing Street to accommodate new Enhance bicycle and pedestrian crossings at Yale
traffic conditions following an
& Franklin Street to better facilitate movements
anticipated development west of Porter across Yale
Hospital

2

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

3

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2
2

2
2
3

2
3
2

2
1
2

2
1
2

3
2
3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

1

3

3

3

1

3

2
2.00

3
2.27

3
2.27

3
2.00

2
1.91

3
2.36

13
Improved wayfinding signage at the
East Harvard Gulch Trail at York,
Josephine, Columbine, Madison,
Monroe, and Jackson Streets.

Safety

Multimodal
Connections and
Access

Criteria # EVALUATION CRITERIA
1
Aligns with Vision Zero
Improves access to parks and trails within
2
and adjacent to the corridor

Study the formalization the footpath
off Vassar Avenue and the possibility
of low-flow crossing to connect the
north and south sides on the
northeast edge of the Park.

16
Upgrade the traffic signal at Yale & Fillmore Street
and explore the addition of curb extensions along
the southern crossing of Fillmore to shorten the
crossing distance and improve visibility.

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

Improves access to community amenities
within and adjacent to the corridor

1

1

1

1

4

Enables people with mobility impairments to
travel and access destinations with the same
ease and dignity as everyone else

1

3

1

2

3
2

2
1

1
1

1
1

2

3

3

3

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2
1.91

2
2.09

2
1.73

3
2.00

7

Promotes Mode Shift

Formalize specific access points to
McWilliams Park through signage,
crosswalks, and other appropriate
treatments.

15

3

5
6

Promotes Equity and
Adaptability

MCWILLIAMS PARK ALTERNATIVES
14

8
9
10
11

Aligns with Denver Moves Bicycles
Aligns with Denver Moves Transit
Aligns with Denver Moves Pedestrians and
Trails
Helps to repair systematic inequities
throughout the corridor
Offers flexibility to evolving transportation
and technology trends
Promotes convenience to walking, transit,
and bicycling over driving
Aligns with Denver Complete Streets
TOTAL

Rating Scale
Low (1)
Medium (2)
High (3)

YALE WAY ALTERNATIVES
17
Improved signage to address reduced line of sight in the
roadway curve.

Safety

Multimodal
Connections and
Access

Criteria # EVALUATION CRITERIA
1
Aligns with Vision Zero
Improves access to parks and trails within
2
and adjacent to the corridor

2

2

2

2

Improves access to community amenities
within and adjacent to the corridor

1

1

4

Enables people with mobility impairments to
travel and access destinations with the same
ease and dignity as everyone else

1

2

1
1

2
1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

2
1.45

2
1.73

7

Promotes Mode
Shift

Additional signage or speed alert to promote speedcalming measures throughout the curve.

3

5
6

Promotes Equity
and Adaptability

18

8
9
10
11

Aligns with Denver Moves Bicycles
Aligns with Denver Moves Transit
Aligns with Denver Moves Pedestrians and
Trails
Helps to repair systematic inequities
throughout the corridor
Offers flexibility to evolving transportation
and technology trends
Promotes convenience to walking, transit,
and bicycling over driving
Aligns with Denver Complete Streets
TOTAL

Rating Scale
Low (1)
Medium (2)
High (3)

19

Install a dedicated left turn
signal from northbound
Colorado Boulevard to
westbound Yale Avenue.

Safety

Multimodal
Connections
and Access

Criteria # EVALUATION CRITERIA
1
Aligns with Vision Zero
Improves access to parks and trails within
2
and adjacent to the corridor

20
Provide structural and educational
wayfinding improvements to
connections along Yale, to key
activities centers (i.e. YMCA, DFD
Station), and through retail centers
and commercial developments.

YALE AVENUE/COLORADO BOULEVARD ALTERNATIVES
21
Install an LPI and bike detection at
Amherst Avenue and Colorado
Boulevard (to be installed in
conjunction with a future bikeway on
Amherst). LPIs are intended to be
installed at all approaches to the
Colorado & Yale intersection.

22

Rebuild the traffic signal and both existing triangular
raised islands at the northern intersection to improve
signal timing for pedestrians and provide a safer and
more comfortable crossing. This rebuild is also intended
to relocate the signal pole on the west side of Colorado
Blvd to provide a clear walkway and space for
pedestrians to queue.

23
Address free right turns that impede safe
crossings with signal improvements and/or a
no right turn cycle in the northern
intersection. There is a potential for a raised
crossing to further slow turning movements
and tighten the turning radius.

24
Improve wayfinding to route
people from the Harvard
Gulch Trail across Colorado
Boulevard. Explore a
partnership with the YMCA
to help facilitate this
connection.

2

2

3

2

3

1

1

1

1

2

1

3

3

Improves access to community amenities
within and adjacent to the corridor

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

Enables people with mobility impairments to
travel and access destinations with the same
ease and dignity as everyone else

1

1

2

2

3

1

1
1

3
2

3
2

2
2

2
2

3
2

1

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

3

2

2

1

2

3

2

2

2

2
1.64

2
2.09

2
2.45

2
2.27

3
2.36

2
2.18

5
6
7
Promotes
Equity and
Adaptability

8

Promotes Mode
Shift

10

9

11

Aligns with Denver Moves Bicycles
Aligns with Denver Moves Transit
Aligns with Denver Moves Pedestrians and
Trails
Helps to repair systematic inequities
throughout the corridor
Offers flexibility to evolving transportation
and technology trends
Promotes convenience to walking, transit,
and bicycling over driving
Aligns with Denver Complete Streets
TOTAL

Rating Scale
Low (1)
Medium (2)
High (3)

25
Complete the sidewalk network and fill in
missing gaps close to the Park-n-Ride

Safety

Multimodal
Connections and
Access

Criteria # EVALUATION CRITERIA
1
Aligns with Vision Zero
Improves access to parks and trails within
2
and adjacent to the corridor

Formalize a new bicycle and
pedestrian connection to the LRT
station utilizing Vassar Avenue

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Improves access to community amenities
within and adjacent to the corridor

2

2

2

2

4

Enables people with mobility impairments to
travel and access destinations with the same
ease and dignity as everyone else

2

2

2

3

1
3

2
3

2
3

3
3

2

3

2

3

2

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

2

3

3
2.09

3
2.27

2
1.91

2
2.36

7

Promotes Mode
Shift

28

3

5
6

Promotes Equity
and Adaptability

YALE STATION ALTERNATIVES
26
27
Improve multimodal access and movement throughout
the station area, including potential wayfinding,
Improved lighting throughout the station area
crosswalks, sidewalks, and a station access path through
the parking lot

8
9
10
11

Aligns with Denver Moves Bicycles
Aligns with Denver Moves Transit
Aligns with Denver Moves Pedestrians and
Trails
Helps to repair systematic inequities
throughout the corridor
Offers flexibility to evolving transportation
and technology trends
Promotes convenience to walking, transit,
and bicycling over driving
Aligns with Denver Complete Streets
TOTAL
Rating Scale
Low (1)
Medium (2)
High (3)

29
Design and install traffic
calming measures for
vehicles approaching I-25
from both the east and
west
Safety

Multimodal
Connections
and Access

Criteria #
1
Aligns with Vision Zero
Improves access to parks and trails within
2
and adjacent to the corridor

Bicycle/pedestrian crossing safety improvements at I- Design and install consistent
25 on/off ramps including additional signage,
widened sidewalks and
improved crossings, pedestrian refuge(s), lighting,
standardize the travel lane
and formalizing the footpath from Service Road
widths on Yale from Clermont
south to the Yale & I-25 northbound I-25 on-ramp
Drive to the High Line Canal

3

3

1

2

EVALUATION CRITERIA
2

33

Install safety measures
Install LPI and
to improve/control the
pedestrian signage at
right turn on Yale from
the southbound I-25
the northbound I-25 offon-ramp
ramp

34
Design and install intersection improvements at Yale &
Hudson Street (south)/Service Road (north),
potentially including crosswalks, curb extensions, and
lane striping changes to improve intersection function
and safety

35
Enhance the connection to
the High Line Canal at Grape
Street, including signage
visibility to enhance safety

3

2

2

1

3

1

1

2

3

Improves access to community amenities
within and adjacent to the corridor

1

2

3

2

2

2

1

4

Enables people with mobility impairments to
travel and access destinations with the same
ease and dignity as everyone else

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2

3
3

1
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

3
1

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

3

3

2

7

Promotes Mode
Shift

YALE STATION TO HIGH LINE CANAL ALTERNATIVES
31
32

3

5
6

Promotes
Equity and
Adaptability

30

8
9
10
11

Aligns with Denver Moves Bicycles
Aligns with Denver Moves Transit
Aligns with Denver Moves Pedestrians and
Trails
Helps to repair systematic inequities
throughout the corridor
Offers flexibility to evolving transportation
and technology trends
Promotes convenience to walking, transit,
and bicycling over driving
Aligns with Denver Complete Streets
TOTAL

Rating Scale
Low (1)
Medium (2)
High (3)

2

3

3

2

2

3

2

2
1.91

3
2.64

3
2.36

2
2.09

2
2.09

3
2.36

2
2.00

FOCUS AREA

#
1

Corridor-wide

Yale Way

Fail

1.51 - 2.25

Pass

3

Upgrade the existing buffered bike lane on East Yale Avenue from Josephine to Jackson Streets to a
protected bike lane (PBL) and extend the bike facility west to Downing Street

2.45

2.25- 3.00

Pass

4

Design and install a shared use path on East Yale Avenue from Colorado Boulevard east to the High Line
Canal (widths vary depending on ROW constraints)

2.82

5

Improved signage/wayfinding to reinforce community connections to the multimodal network

2.18

6

Design and install a new bicycle route on Amherst Avenue as an alternative to crossing Colorado Boulevard
at East Yale Avenue. The routing turns south on East Neilsen Lane from Yale Avenue and continues to East
Amherst Ave. After crossing Colorado Boulevard, the routing options are north on South Brook Drive to
connect back to Yale, or south on South Birch Street to connect to High Line Canal Trail. Additionally, an
enhanced crossing at Jackson Street will enable the route north across Yale to connect to the Harvard Gulch
Trail. This connection also facilitates north and south movements.

2.27

Improved signal timing, including LPI, at Yale & University Boulevard to enable safer crossings, regardless
of transportation mode
Enhanced crossing per Denver’s Uncontrolled Crossing Guidelines at Yale Avenue and Cherry Street to
better facilitate pedestrian movement.

2.00
2.27

9

Enhanced crossing per Denver’s Uncontrolled Crossing Guidelines at Yale & Gaylord Street for safer access
to St. Anne’s School

2.27

10

Enhanced crossing per Denver’s Uncontrolled Crossing Guidelines at Yale & Race Street for safer access to
St. Anne’s School

2.00

11

Improved signal timing at Yale & Downing Street to accommodate new traffic conditions following an
anticipated development west of Porter Hospital

1.91

12

Enhance bicycle and pedestrian crossings at Yale & Franklin Street to better facilitate movements across
Yale

2.36

13

Improved wayfinding signage at the East Harvard Gulch Trail at York, Josephine, Columbine, Madison,
Monroe, and Jackson Streets.

1.91

14

Formalize specific access points to McWilliams Park through signage, crosswalks, and other appropriate
treatments.

2.09

15

Study the formalization the footpath off Vassar Avenue and the possibility of low-flow crossing to connect
the north and south sides on the northeast edge of the Park.

1.73

16

Upgrade the traffic signal at Yale & Fillmore Street and explore the addition of curb extensions along the
southern crossing of Fillmore to shorten the crossing distance and improve visibility.

2.00

17
18

Improved signage to address reduced line of sight in the roadway curve.
Additional signage or speed alert to promote speed-calming measures throughout the curve.

1.45
1.73

19

Install a dedicated left turn signal from northbound Colorado Boulevard to westbound Yale Avenue.

1.64

20

Provide structural and educational wayfinding improvements to connections along Yale, to key activities
centers (i.e. YMCA, DFD Station), and through retail centers and commercial developments.

2.09

Colorado Blvd
22

23

Install an LPI and bike detection at Amherst Avenue and Colorado Boulevard (to be installed in conjunction
with a future bikeway on Amherst). LPIs are intended to be installed at all approaches to the Colorado &
Yale intersection.
Rebuild the traffic signal and both existing triangular raised islands at the northern intersection to improve
signal timing for pedestrians and provide a safer and more comfortable crossing. This rebuild is also
intended to relocate the signal pole on the west side of Colorado Blvd to provide a clear walkway and
space for pedestrians to queue.
Address free right turns that impede safe crossings with signal improvements and/or a no right turn cycle
in the northern intersection. There is a potential for a raised crossing to further slow turning movements
and tighten the turning radius.

2.45

2.27

2.36

24

Improve wayfinding to route people from the Harvard Gulch Trail across Colorado Boulevard. Explore a
partnership with the YMCA to help facilitate this connection.

2.18

25

Complete the sidewalk network and fill in missing gaps close to the Park-n-Ride

2.09

26

Improve multimodal access and movement throughout the station area, including potential wayfinding,
crosswalks, sidewalks, and a station access path through the parking lot

2.27

27

Improved lighting throughout the station area

1.91

28

Formalize a new bicycle and pedestrian connection to the LRT station utilizing Vassar Avenue

2.36

Design and install traffic calming measures for vehicles approaching I-25 from both the east and west

1.91

29
30
31
Yale Station to
High Line Canal

0 - 1.50

2.00

21

Yale Station

Range

2.64

Design and install a new neighborhood bikeway on East Vassar Avenue from approximately Josephine to
Madison Streets (exact facilities and project limits TBD)

8

McWilliams
Park

SCORE

2

7

North-South
Connections

ALTERNATIVE
Repair and widen sidewalks and add Americans with Disabilities (ADA) compliant ramps on Yale from
Downing to Dahlia Streets and I-25 to the High Line Canal

Bicycle/pedestrian crossing safety improvements at I-25 on/off ramps including additional signage,
improved crossings, pedestrian refuge(s), lighting, and formalizing the footpath from Service Road south to
the Yale & I-25 northbound I-25 on-ramp
Design and install consistent widened sidewalks and standardize the travel lane widths on Yale from
Clermont Drive to the High Line Canal

2.64
2.36

32

Install safety measures to improve/control the right turn on Yale from the northbound I-25 off-ramp

2.09

33

Install LPI and pedestrian signage at the southbound I-25 on-ramp
Design and install intersection improvements at Yale & Hudson Street (south)/Service Road (north),
potentially including crosswalks, curb extensions, and lane striping changes to improve intersection
function and safety

2.09

34
35

Enhance the connection to the High Line Canal at Grape Street, including signage visibility to enhance
safety

2.36
2.00

